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• Surface fluxes

• Temperature and density profiles in the 

water column

• Mixed layers and mixing events

• Impacts
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• Measure ‘weather’ parameters, such as air temperature, 

wind speed, solar radiation, relative humidity

• Use these to calculate fluxes of heat and mixing energy 

between air and lake

• Radiative fluxes and turbulent fluxes of heat

Surface fluxes



• All bodies emit radiation

• Wavelength depends on body’s temperature (Wien’s 
Law)

• Sun is hot: emits short-wave radiation (~150–3000nm)

• Lake, sky, clouds etc. cold: emit long-wave radiation 
(~3000–100,000nm)

Radiative fluxes
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• Driven by the wind

• Sensible heat flux

– Due to temperature difference between air and water

– Can be heating or cooling

• Latent heat flux

– Energy used to evaporate water (temperature and 
relative humidity important)

– Usually cooling but can, exceptionally, be a heating

Turbulent fluxes
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• Ice cover – complicates fluxes in winter: insulates from 

heat loss, restricts light

• Heat exchange with sediment – usually small, but can 

be important for ice covered lakes, or when considering 

deep waters

• River inflow-outflow – on average this is small, but can 

be large for lakes with short residence time

Other influences



• Affects turbulent heat fluxes

• Causes (horizontal) motion in lakes

• Provides energy for (vertical) mixing of water 

• Influences ice formation and break-up

• Increases across a lake (less frictional drag), so larger 

lakes typically windier than smaller ones

Wind



• Density depends on temperature

• Relationship is ‘non-linear’

• Maximum density is at about 4 oC

• Above 4 oC warmer water is less dense than 

colder water

• Below 4 oC colder water is less dense than 

warmer water

• Density also dependent on salinity – this 

makes things complicated

Density



Density

At 5 oC, 1 oC temperature 

difference < 0.025 kg m-3

At 23 oC, 1 oC temperature 

difference > 0.25 kg m-3

Problem: density-temperature relationship is not 

linear, therefore changes through the year



• A thermocline is a vertical temperature gradient in the 
water

• Results in a (warmer) well-mixed layer overlying a 
(cooler) bottom layer

• Formed by balance of heating/cooling and wind mixing

• Temperature gradient implies a density gradient –
therefore there is a decoupling of the layers

• Important consequences for vertical position of 
phytoplankton, mixing of nutrients, deoxygenation…

The thermocline
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Thermocline

Warmer water (less dense)

Cooler water 

(more dense) Density gradient

Thermoclines inhibit mixing



Water all same temperature (and density)

Isothermal – no inhibition

But,…actual mixing depends on both 

stratification and the amount of mixing energy 

supplied to the lake (e.g. wind, convective 

cooling)



• When there is a temperature (density) difference 
between the top and the bottom of the lake

• Density difference implies limited mixing between top 
and bottom of the lake

• Different (vertical) parts of the lake become decoupled

• Length (and strength) of stratification extremely 
important

• Reverse stratification possible in winter (and under-ice)

Stratification



Esthwaite Water, 2004
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• How do we define depth of epilimnion, metalimnion, 
hypolimnion?

• Lots of definitions used in literature 

• Can use a threshold gradient definition

• Can use a difference threshold definition (relative to the 
surface) 

• Most common to use a temperature definition (but better to use 
a density definition)

• Ideally choose a definition which suits your purpose

Definitions?



Definition problems

Epilimnion?



Definition of mixed depth matters

• Two different methods (‘gradient’, ‘surface difference’)

• Three different thresholds (0.05, 0.1, 0.2 kg m-3)

• Daily-averaged mixed depths using 6 different definitions

Mixing event?

Esthwaite Water, 2004



• Warmer water implies faster growth rate

• Phytoplankton growth also dependent on nutrients, 
light

• Depth of mixed layer influences how long 
phytoplankton will be close to light

• Length of stratification influences hypolimnetic nutrient 
concentration

• Strength and depth of thermocline influences internal 
mixing of nutrients from sediment to mixed layer

• Specific temperatures, thermocline depths, nutrient 
availability etc favour different types of phytoplankton 
so will determine which species grow

Physics and algae



• Thermocline separates warm surface waters from cool

bottom waters 

• Oxygen can become depleted beneath a thermocline

• Different fish species require a certain range of water 

temperature and a minimum amount of oxygen

• Therefore available habitat depends on temperature and 

oxygen in the water

Physics and fish
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• Should lead to warmer mixed layers (growth rates)

• Should lead to shallower mixed layers? (light)

• Unclear how hypolimnetic temperatures will change

• Should lead to longer thermal stratification (oxygen 
depletion, internal loading, fish habitats)

• Should lead to stronger thermal stratification 
(nutrient mixing)

• Ice cover will reduce

Climate change impacts



• Atmospheric fluxes drive lake physics: temperature, 
stratification, circulation patterns, mixing

• Heating and wind determine mixing depths and thermal 
profiles

• These set the environment in which lake ecology 
competes, influences temperature, light, nutrient mixing, 
oxygen….

• Climate will impact upon lakes by altering the 
atmospheric parameters, which will alter the lake physics 
environment, which will, in turn, alter the ecology.

Summary


